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“There’s something going on at Fox, I’ll tell you right now.  

And I’m not happy with it.” 
President Trump, after a Fox News poll showed him losing to four Democratic presidential hopefuls. 

“Despite all of the Fake News, my Poll Numbers are great. New internal polls show them to be the strongest 

we’ve had so far! Think what they’d be if I got fair media coverage!” 

What this means to radio:  

• At Fox News-affiliated client stations, we’re imaging that “you can get FAKE news anywhere.  You get FOX 

News HERE, every hour on-the-hour.”  Fox/Limbaugh/Hannity stations: Be a safe space for the like-minded. 

• If you’re a music station, eliminate “Trump” from your on-air vocabulary.  Be a space safe from the noise. 

 

“We are going through a major transition in which the 

human nervous system is being rewired by the way we 

communicate in the digital era.” 
Talkers magazine publisher Michael Harrison, appearing on my TV show 

  

AND HOW, you ask, did this pronouncement emerge from a conversation Michael and iconic radio programmer 
Jay Clark and I had regarding the 50th anniversary of Woodstock?  I asked if today’s music would enjoy the 

staying power of the acts we now pigeonhole as “Classic Rock.”   

• Jay noted how – because we also get our music from so my places other-than radio – acts can’t count on 
FM as the one-stop sure-shot hit-maker that radio was in the pre-digital era. 

• And Michael reckons that “‘Maybe ‘mass appeal’ was just a temporary construct of the 20th century; because 

I don’t think there was such a thing before electronic media.  Maybe these notions of the ‘general public’ 

and the ‘mass media’ were a temporary juncture in the evolution of media and society from the 19th century 
when it took forever for everybody to be on the same page because it wasn’t instantaneous and now when 

everybody has their own page.” 

What this means to radio: Digital delivery is no longer a side bet.   

See the video at HollandCooke.com 
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6 IDEAS IN 5 MINUTES 
1. DJs and talkers: Talk about the listener, not your dance steps. 

Instead of: “We’ll be talking about…” 
Say: “How do you feel about…?” 

Instead of: “I have tickets to give away…” 
Say: “You can win tickets to…” 

 

2. Dated Reference Alert: “On the flip side…” 
We undervalued 55+-ers played 45RPM vinyl, but nobody under 60 can identify. 
 

3. Sales: When the prospect asks “How much is it?” 
From “Word-For-Word Objection Handling Scripts” by Dan Lok (DanLok.com): 

• “The minute you give out the price, you’ve lost all control because you have not taken the time go 
build up the needs to discover exactly what they’re looking for.” 

• Redirect the conversation to the prospect’s needs: “Anywhere from [half your original price] to 
[double your original price]…it depends on what you’re looking for.  So why don’t you tell me a 
little bit about what you’re looking for.” 

 

4. And when they say “Send me more information?” 
Lok: “What they’re actually saying is ‘no.’  They just trying to be polite to you.” 

Usually, “the issue is the money.” 

So redirect to the prospect’s goal.  See Idea #3 above. 
 

5. Talk Radio screeners: Rehearse callers. 
Because listeners’ attention is scant, not every caller is air-worthy. 

• Before air: Take ‘em out-for-a-spin.  Help the caller boil-it-down to an opening statement that 
communicates his/her point succinctly.  Goal: Avoid “How are ya?” 

• If the caller can’t do so, politely pass.  Put the caller on hold for 10 seconds, then come back on 
the line and apologize that “Ted’s got a couple other calls lined-up, and we don’t want you to wait 
on-hold if we’re not sure he’ll be able to squeeze you in.” 

• MORE (free download): http://getonthenet.com/ScreenerTips.pdf 
 

6. Boo!  Don’t let Halloween sneak up on you. 
Fun fact: The only holiday Americans spend more on is Christmas. 

Plan SOMETHING fun now, and you’ll put lots of daylight between you and robotic mail-it-in competing 
stations, and Pandora et al. 

  
   

LAST MONTH:  

• Social Media headlines that drive traffic.  Clicks, baybeee… 
• And a SUPER cool viral promotion. 
• Miss that issue?  Email me at newsletter@hollandcooke.com 
• Not receiving this FREE newsletter each month?  Just ask!  Same address.  

http://getonthenet.com/ScreenerTips.pdf
mailto:newsletter@hollandcooke.com
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Happy Birthday Walkman 
Born in 1979, the little tape deck hits The Big Four-Oh.  Walkman was still going strong in 1990, when Julia 

Roberts sang-along to Prince in that bubble bath scene in “Pretty Woman.” 

• Sony sold 400 million of ‘em, including the ill-fated Discman CD player (skipped too much when jogging) 
and Mini-Disk Walkman (more-customizable than CDs, but too complicated).  Cassettes seem ancient now, 

but Walkman was father to iPod and grandfather to smartphones, today’s personal portable music player.   

• The opposite of Boom Box -- whose users seemed to want to broadcast their music – Walkman was a 
privacy appliance, enabling us to tune-out our surroundings.  Back to the future: Everywhere we go today, 

we see people wearing Beats headphones and Apple earbuds.  They’re now so common that, as I write this, 

I note that MS Word doesn’t flag “earbuds” as a misspelling. 
 

Walkman and its descendants enabled users to take control of their audio…all kinds of audio.   
Though the manufacturer offered iPod as a music player, it was consumers who figured audio-is-audio, and 

consumers created spoken word programming.  So when you hear the term “podcasting” – originally a nod to 
iPod – think “Programming On-Demand.”  Said another way: Talk Radio without transmitters.   

Got a transmitter? 

• Use it to tell your cume that you’re not just real-time on-air.  Netflix being the world’s biggest TV network is 
Clue Number One that offering on-demand content is imperative. 

• And don’t just tell ‘em, SELL ‘em.  On-air spots-disguised-as shortform audio vignettes invite on-demand 

consumption of super-Sales-friendly topics too narrow for on-air longform.  And to local retailers, your 
station can be the Hollywood of podcasting.  This is a focus area in my work with client stations. 

 

YouTube Tweaks 
Every second, one hour of video is uploaded.  Before yours joins that torrent, here are some tips, courtesy of 
SocialMediaMarketo.com (not a misprint): 

• Start with an awesome title. 

• Write a description that hooks viewers in. 

• Use appropriate tags. 

• Use an eye-catching thumbnail. 

• Upload your video in High Definition. 

• Keep the video short & sweet. 

• Include a brand logo as a watermark. 

• Link to other videos of yours that are relevant. 

• Use a call to action at the end. 

 
And from “The Ultimate Guide to YouTube Marketing” from OnlineVideo.net: 

• Add a “Subscribe to us on YouTube” button on your web site. 

• Ask for feedback from your viewers and respond to it; create a conversation. 

• Use relevant keywords in your (the first few words of) video titles, and captions. 

• Frequently upload fresh content to keep subscribers coming back. 

• Link to YouTube videos in your blog and Emails. 

• Produce for small-screen viewing. 

• The first 5 seconds is critical. 
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RIP 25-54 
Yes, lots of transactional business still goes-there.  Don’t make the same mistake prospecting direct retail. 

Bob Hoffman asks: “If you could find a group: 

…who was responsible for about half of all consumer spending 

…who control over 70% of all the wealth in the country 

…who have about 80% of the savings 

…who dominate 94% of all CPG categories 

…who buy almost 2/3s of all new cars 

…who own 57% of all second and vacation homes and all the stuff that goes with that 

…who are far easier and cheaper to reach than other groups, would you ignore them?” 

 
NOT a trick question.  Bob’s talking about 55+, lifelong and still-heavy radio users. 

• Must-bookmark, Bob’s blog: https://adcontrarian.blogspot.com/ 

• Must-read: Bob’s “Marketers Are From Mars, Consumers Are From New Jersey” (Search Amazon.com) 

• Must-see: My video “Grey is Gold” (in the right-hand column at HollandCooke.com) 

 

Got time for a HC double-feature? 
 

6 words Sales reps fear most: “We tried radio.  It didn’t work.”   

Not enough frequency?  Advertisers who are always-on always do well, IF the message is right.   

The usual culprit is poor copy.  See my video “Writing Results-Producing Radio Commercials,” in the right-hand 
column at HollandCooke.com.   

Play it in a Sales meeting.  No login or password required.  

 

“Alex, what is The Money Pit?” 

 

That’s an actual screen shot.  If your weekends are in “Jeopardy,” hit MoneyPitRadioShow.com    

  

https://adcontrarian.blogspot.com/
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SOUND BITES 
“No browser went beyond page three before either taking the book to the cashier or 
putting the book down.” 
Sol Stein, after observing bookstore shoppers, in his book “On Writing.” 

• Do the very first words in commercial and promo copy you craft earn the listener’s attention? 
• Tip (familiar HC lore to my clients): “YOU” and “YOUR” are magic words. 

  

“Nasty” 
A word AccuWeather CEO Dr. Joel Myers instructed his meteorologists to use describing the New York City deluge he was in-
the-middle-of one day.   

Interviewed by Forbes magazine, Myers explained “I’m always looking for ways to make the information we communicate 
better and more accurate.” 
 

“It kills me that the position of PD is now relegated to the concept ‘brand manager.’”  
Talkers magazine publisher Michael Harrison:  

“As a four-time major market music radio program director during the golden era of 1970 to 1990, I viewed my station’s 
sound, dynamics, momentum, image, flow, stationality and every second of airtime as a collective work of art unto itself.”  

• Michael referenced my Talkers column about how Quentin Tarantino used vintage KHJ/Los Angeles airchecks so liberally 
in the soundtrack of his “Once Upon a Time…in Hollywood.”  ICYMI: http://www.talkers.com/2019/08/05/monday-
memo-hollywood-co-starring-am-radio/ 

• CAN radio recapture the mojo?  After LOTS of response to that column, he and I discussed, on The Michael Harrison 
Interview on Podcast One and iTunes: https://www.podcastone.com/episode/Holland-Cooke-92032 

 

“The concept of staging and choreographing a radio station has largely disappeared. 
Meanwhile, the concepts of ‘audience’ and ‘listeners’ have disappeared as well; listeners 
have become data points to be analyzed and monetized. We no longer program a radio 
station for listeners, we brand a product for our selected data points.” 
Email from Mark Wainwright, among those commenting on Michael’s podcast   
 

“Both companies are dealing with a sharp decline in print revenue.  Across the industry, 
newspapers lost about 57% of their advertising and circulation revenue and about 49% 
of their weekday print circulation from 2000 to 2018, according to Pew Research Center.” 

USA Today, reporting that parent Gannett will merge with hedge-fund-backed Gatehouse Media, a notorious cost-cutter. 

Stations I work with tell me that cutbacks at local papers are hurting ad sales there too. 
 

“The folks doing ‘good journalism’ with fewer and fewer resources are expected to also 
find ways to counter false narratives that fill the airwaves, social media feeds and 
partisan websites.” 
RTDNA.org essay by Tim Lambert, Multimedia News Director, WITF/Harrisburg 

• “Americans see ‘made-up’ news as a bigger problem than violent crime, racism, illegal immigration and climate change,” 

Lambert reckons ”trust can be built up if they know you invite scrutiny of your organization’s fairness.” 

• “Phrases like, ‘We're bringing you a perspective that has not gotten enough attention,’ ‘We know this is a complicated 
issue,’ and ‘That's why this story delves into…’ let them know editors and journalists are being thoughtful.” 

• Smart GMs among my clientele spend lots of time replying to complaints, and the-initially-aggrieved always seem 
surprised and impressed by the personal touch. 

http://www.talkers.com/2019/08/05/monday-memo-hollywood-co-starring-am-radio/
http://www.talkers.com/2019/08/05/monday-memo-hollywood-co-starring-am-radio/
https://www.podcastone.com/episode/Holland-Cooke-92032
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“I am The Chosen One.” 
Every day, Trump-O-Rama is better copy than the day before.   

• If you’re a music station, pretend this isn’t happening.  Long-TSL listeners didn’t come to you for noise. 
• If you’re News/Talk, milk it.  BE The Trump Channel.  Specific goal: More Occasions of Listening, via FOMO.  
• Talk listeners are either appalled or validated.  Both get sampled by ratings, and all are retail consumers.  
 

“You have no choice but to vote for me, because your 401(k)’s down the tubes, 
everything’s gonna be down the tubes [if he loses in 2020].  So whether you love me or 
hate me, you gotta vote for me.” 
President Trump, at a rally in New Hampshire; days before HE admonished The Left for warning of the recession economists 
say is looming. 
 

“He apparently spent much of this past weekend fuming about not getting credit for how 
his New Hampshire rally broke an attendance record for the arena that had been set by 
Elton John.” 
Pulitzer Prize winning Washington Post columnist Eugene Robinson 
 

“Greenland is not for sale.  I strongly hope that this is not meant seriously.” 
Danish Prime Minister Mette Frederiksen, after Trump suggested buying the world’s largest island from Denmark, while 
Jeffrey Epstein’s suicide and economist cautions about inevitable Recession were making headlines. 
  

“He's already tweeted more about @Scaramucci today than about his new grandchild.” 
Tweet by Naval War College professor, MSNBC pundit, and ”Ex-GOP” Tom Nichols @RadioFreeTom 
 

“They hate us.  They hate us.” 
The first 6 words I heard Rush Limbaugh say when I tuned-in. 

Yes, it’s a laughable caricature.  But for Limbaugh affiliates, it’s also a clue.   

Google: “Talkers.com Advice to Rush Limbaugh Stations: PANDER” 

 

Radio’s Silver Bullet 

 
 
Even if most of your broadcast day is syndicated or voicetracked, your station can still resonate with listeners and 
advertisers in a way new-tech competitors cannot.  This is fundamental in my work with client stations.  Can I help you? 


